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14) NUG Legitimacy...

Khan Mohamad, deputy spokesman of presidential palace.

But lawyers have said that it is in no way possible for the NUG to hold a Loya Jirga without the approval of the government and that the NUG needs to do something specific within the two-year mark is passed. Pakistan experts have said that although the elections have also been held – but more or less in terms of the agenda.

As such, the question is whether the NUG had legitimacy. Ali Raza Khan, the former head of the monitoring commission for the implementation of the constitution said it was important to check whether the NUG had legitimacy in the eyes of the Afghan nation because about the future of the country. “It is for the Afghan government to be either in a position to legitimize the Loya Jirga in order to legitimize the Loya Jirga in order to[-]

Loya Jirga is an important event in Afghanistan. The Loya Jirga system has been in place for centuries and is considered a critical element in the political landscape. It is a gathering of representatives from all walks of life, including the president, prime minister, tribal leaders, and others, to discuss and make decisions on important national issues. The Loya Jirga provides a platform for the expression of diverse views and can influence policy decisions.

Hence, the legitimacy of the NUG is crucial as it aims to represent the voice of the Afghan people and work towards a more peaceful and stable future. The NUG's legitimacy is not only about the formal recognition from the Afghan government but also about its ability to effectively engage with the international community, attract support, and implement policies.
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